MISSION STATEMENT
The African Scholars’ Fund, through awards and
guidance, assists promising young
schoolchildren from desperately poor homes to
complete their secondary or FET college
education.

Our area of operation includes the
Western, Northern, Eastern Cape
and parts of the North West
Province.

BANKING DETAILS IN SOUTH AFRICA
Bank:
Account type:
Account name:
Account number:
Branch code:
Swift code:

Standard Bank of SA Ltd
Current account
African Scholars’ Fund
07 140 410 4
02 50 09
SBZA ZAJJ (Rondebosch)

BANKING DETAILS IN THE UK
Bank:
Account name:
Account number:

Natwest (Sort Code 55-70-13)
African Scholars’ Fund
16388364
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
In 2012 the African Scholars’ Fund continued with its long-established
core function of assisting ‘promising young children from desperately poor
homes to complete their secondary or FET education’. As ever, this work
has been supported by gifts from those listed in this annual report. Most
of them have been faithful and generous donors for many years, and we
welcome newcomers. On behalf of the young people in the far-flung
schools that ASF has reached, we say: ‘Thank you all.’
But it is always salutary to revisit the purposes of any organisation and to
re-examine their significance, current relevance and implementation. In
particular our mission statement gives ‘awards and guidance’ as the
principal means of fulfilling our objectives. In 2012, and continuing into
2013, we have been looking carefully at both ‘awards’ and ‘guidance’.
This has been spurred on by several things.
As with a number of NGOs in the past few lean years of recession,
ASF has found the total donation income not keeping pace with the
demands from an increasing number of worthwhile applicants. We
have therefore had to limit the number of awards and, despite
inflation, not to increase the amounts awarded.
Two organisations that have been major supporters of ASF have
been re-evaluating the nature of the causes they wish to help.
This has involved not only ASF but other educational NGOs as
well. Their reports have laid special stress on the importance of
the ‘guidance’ aspect of what is required, as well as on initiatives
and actions which will encourage and hasten systemic
improvements in the broad educational strategies of the country.
ASF has long had a number of mentoring guidance features:
constant encouraging and advisory personal communication with
those supported and their schools; some workshops, especially at
FET level; booklets of guidance on subject and career choices;
visits to schools, especially for awards to those young people
successful in competitions and examinations. It is recognised that
these contacts have been nowhere near what we would have liked
– time, distances, expense and personnel being limiting factors.
ASF therefore has as its current twin major priorities the improvement and
extension of ‘guidance’ in many forms, and the raising of substantially
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more funds to enable this to happen, as well as increasing the number
and size of ‘awards’.
There is no shortage of ideas for the extension of the ‘guidance’ activities.
They include: co-operation with educational authorities in the areas ASF
covers, bringing to their attention concerns as well as success stories;
increasing the programme of visits to schools where ASF has bursars;
running more workshops and developing further advisory booklets;
assisting in bursars’ applications to tertiary institutions; and co-operation
with other educational NGOs.
Similarly, we aim to increase our fund-raising efforts. Those in 2012
yielded disappointingly few responses, which made us all the more
appreciative of our long-term supporters. We seek to make our cause
more widely known, and those who read this can help us greatly in telling
their friends about ASF and its work.
Our special appreciation goes to our loyal staff and trustees. Time and
again one is reminded, by word and by deed, of their sincere belief in what
ASF stands for and is doing. Thank you.
John Gardener
Chairman

PATRON: Dr. Margaret Elsworth
BOARD OF TRUSTEES: Mr John Gardener (Chair), Ms Ruth Allsopp,
Mr Thurston Brown, Prof Hugh Corder, Prof Geoff Everingham, Mr
Stephen Flesch, Mr Barry Hart, Mr Malcolm Law, Ms Wendy Moult, Mrs
Eunice Musapitso, Mrs Erika Targett, Prof John Webb, Ms Eliza James
(Dir).
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT
The Chairperson’s report highlights the importance and impact of this
work. It also touches on the emerging demands and challenges that face
this organisation – especially from the corporate donor’s perspective.
NGOs need to speak to the objectives of the corporate donor in order to
secure funding. However, we believe the disconnect happens when the
landscape that the organisation operates in is not fully appreciated.
So, let us take a frank look at the current educational landscape. The aim
being to drive home the fact that despite these harsh realities, it is
organisations such as the ASF that continue to offer a lifeline – a means of
ensuring some measure of success within a system that does not yet quite
meet the needs of its participants.
In 2001, just over 1.1 million pupils started Grade 1. Only 511 152 (46%)
of these pupils wrote their matric exams – and of these, only 377 829
(73%) pupils passed – a mere 34% of the original batch of learners that
started their Grade 1 in 2001. The DoE admits that the number of
learners successfully finishing their Grade 12 is low by international
standards. It cites better learning, better performance in individual
subjects and ensuring that learners are more informed on choosing the
combination of subjects that maximises their opportunities, as challenges
that need to be addressed.
This year the national pass rate was 73.9% - up from 60.6% in 2009 and
72.2% in 2011. Minister Motshekga’s words to those that excelled in the
exams are that they should view the world as their oyster – that they
should go out there and realise their dreams. She advises those that did
not perform well not to lose heart. “There are many options for improving
your results or pursuing alternative career paths.
Your results
notwithstanding, this is not the end of the world. We all learn from trial
and error,” she says.
But what exactly is being done to identify and correct the “errors”? At a
Senior Secondary School in Butterworth (Eastern Cape), only one learner
passed. How is this even possible, when 30% and 40% are the
requirements for obtaining a matric certificate? What is wrong? Is it the
educators, is it the learners, is it the lack of resources - could it be that
because English is their second language these learners have difficulty in
correctly interpreting the questions asked in the senior certificate exam?
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According to the latest national education infrastructure management
study released by the Department of Basic Education, there are 24 793
ordinary public schools. It showed that:
• 3 544 schools have no electricity supply and 804 an unreliable electricity
supply;
• 2 402 schools have no water supply and 2 611 an unreliable one;
• 913 schools do not have any ablution facilities, and 11 450 still use pit-latrine
toilets;
• 2 703 schools have no fencing;
• 79% are without any library and only 7% have stocked libraries;
• 85% have no laboratory and only 5% have stocked laboratories;
• 77% are without any computer centres and only 10% have stocked computer
centres; and
• 17% of schools lack any sporting facilities.

Other studies indicate that there is a direct correlation between the wealth
of a school and its outcomes, so learners in well-resourced schools
perform better than their counterparts in the poorest quintiles. The
learners we support come from the poorest quintiles, yet because of the
opportunity the ASF brings, they commit to their studies, they make every
effort to attend school, they pay attention in class, they do their homework,
they find ways of finishing their projects and they take pride in successfully
completing their grade. ASF bursars achieve a pass rate of 85 – 98%.
We firmly believe that every child deserves even the most basic
education, hence this organisation remains committed to continue “giving
awards and guidance as the principal means of fulfilling our objectives” as
was earlier stated by the Chairperson.
Besides the annual support offered to 160+ FET College students, again
this year we will assist 2500 learners to pay towards their school fund,
purchase uniforms and stationery items. For the second consecutive
year, we have decided not to increase the annual amount given to each
bursar due to the fact that the 2012 income on donations did not quite
meet our expectations. In recognising that we have to grow our donor
base we recently engaged the services of a fundraising strategist to
initially assist in the drawing up of a funding proposal. We are grateful that
the organisation has a healthy investment portfolio built up over many
years, and we say “THANK YOU” to our donors who are committed to
keeping opportunity alive for so many thousands of learners. We cannot
do this without you and we implore you to bring this work to the attention
of your family and friends.
Eliza James
Director
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FINANCIAL REPORT : 31 December 2012
SOURCES OF INCOME
Interests &
Dividends

Bequests

Donations

2012 saw a drastic decline in donations from R3.99m to R2.48m and
overall income dropped from R4.32m to R2.87m. 2011 was exceptional in
that we had a magnificent donation of R1 million at the end of that year but
even excluding that, donations were down.
We awarded a slightly reduced R2 485 011 in grants, a decrease of 2.47%
on the previous year. This essential assistance to very poor and deprived
children helps them to reach their potential instead of the alternative of
becoming a non-functional member of society. However, our declining
income means we have to call on our reserves and we have been forced
to put a limit of R800 per child per year on our awards and also to cap the
number of recipients at 2500.
Expenditure was tightly controlled, rising only 5.48% overall. Total assets
at the end of the year were R11.069m – an increase of 4.95% - thanks to
the appreciation of our share portfolio. These assets are soundly invested
in a carefully managed mixture of equities and cash. Subsequent to the
year-end we have sold R600 000 in equities to rebalance the portfolio.
We ended the year with a deficit of R1 329 724 and unless additional
income is secured, continued deficits on this scale are not sustainable in
the long term.
Our heartfelt thanks go to Eliza James and her staff who run the ASF so
efficiently as well as to the dedicated volunteers who assist in sorting and
evaluating scholars’ applications.
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Stephen Flesch
Treasurer

ABRIDGED FINANCIAL STATEMENT : 31 December 2012
INCOME STATEMENT

For the year ended 31st December 2012

INCOME {incl. interest
Bequest

earned from bequest}

Donations
Investments
Portfolio fees
Disposal investments/Revaluation reserve

Surplus on Disposal of Investments

EXPENSES
Office Expenses
Salaries

Funds available for Awards
Actual funds spent on Awards
SURPLUS / DEFICIT (cash)

2012
R
2 866 558
3 789

2011
R
4 320 363
125 448

2 484 052
502 158
(134 385)
14 733
-

3 991 487
442 503
(116 822)
3 195

1 715 060

1 625 905

377 244
1 337 816

372 913
1 252 992

1 155 287
2 485 011
(1 329 724)

2 819 906
2 554 729
265 177

BALANCE SHEET
2012
R
ASSETS
CAPITAL TRUST FUND
GENERAL FUND
REVALUATION RESERVE
CURRENT LIABILITIES (leave accrual)

2011
R

60 400
6 973 873
4 019 518
15 466

60 400
8 303 597
2 178 645
4 773

11 053 791

10 547 415

Copies of our audited financial statements are available at the office on request.
The Trustees thank Messrs Browne & Associates, and in particular Richard
Browne, for the prompt audit of our books.
Assets are shown at Market Value as at 31 December 2012
.
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SCHOOL RESULTS - 2012
2795 Bursars received awards this year totalling an amount of
R1 893 143 – 460 of these learners were in their final year of
schooling. Two bursars did not write the June exam and two
bursars moved to schools not on our database . Five of our bursars
lost their lives during the course of the year – two of them were
matriculants. Three of these young learners died due to illness and
two died as a result of acts of violence. One learner was stabbed on
his way home from school and the other was shot during a domestic
dispute. Traumatic events such as these leave their mark not only
on the families, but also on fellow students and the greater school
community.
The distribution of funds was as follows
Province
Total Number of Bursars
Eastern Cape
Western Cape
Northern Cape

Number of Bursars
2795
1833
707
255

Percentage
66%
25%
9%

GRADES 8 TO 11 (Total number = 2335)
A (80 – 100)
56
B (70 – 79)
253
C (60 – 69)
759
D (50 – 59)
699
E (40 – 49)
192
Below 40%
35
Reports outstanding 332
Did not write exams
4
Died
3
Changed schools
2
________________________
(2003/2335 = 86% follow up)
(2000/1959 = 98% pass rate)
Taking the total number of learners that should have sent reports
into account (2330), the pass rate reflects as 84%.
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SENIOR CERTIFICATES (Total number = 460)

Higher
Certificate
3%

No Result
8%

Entry to
Diploma
19%

Failed
1%

Summary – Matric results
Died
0%

Entry to Degree
Entry to Diploma
Higher Certificate
No result recorded
Failed
Died
Total matriculants

Entry to
Degree
69%

316
86
16
37
3
2
460

(423/460 = 92% follow up rate)
(418/423 = 98.8% pass rate)

Taking the total number of learners that should have sent reports
into account (460), the pass rate translates into 90.8%. Those who
failed will have an opportunity to rewrite their exams in March 2013.
In comparison to the National results the ASF bursars are doing
exceptionally well, and it is with pride and confidence that we hand
them over to the organisations that can take them further on their
road to success, sustainability and independence. Our next point of
focus is to build up an alumni database so that we can keep track of
our bursars and their successes. This also to provide them with a
platform and opportunity to “pay it forward” in their communities –
especially at the schools they come from, and of course to enlist
them as future donors.

LEARNERS EXPRESS THEIR GRATITUDE
 “My grandmother is very much delighted and she felt relieved when she
heard that the bursary had already made the first payment. I now can
walk confidently with no one reminding my grandmother that I haven’t
paid the school funds”. MABONA Lonwabo. Kraaifontein
 “I was shy to talk at school because my uniform was too old. But now I
am like everyone and I won’t learn with fear again”.
SAMUEL Zipho. Whittlesea
 “I thank you for all these past four years you were with me, supporting,
motivating and inspiring me. You have helped me in such a way that no
one ever did and you made me part of your family. It is great to be part
of the ASF family because you are 100% behind me. I will work hard
9

this year just to make you proud to have me as part of your family.
SANGOTSHA Siyanda. Mdantsane
 “I would like to start by thanking you from the bottom of my heart, for
journing with me through my schooling career. Without your financial
support my life could have turned out differently. Thank you. I have
overcome many obstacles, but also achieved a lot like obtaining my
learners’ licence and being elected to be the Deputy headboy for 2013.
RANDALL Tevin. East London

FET COLLEGE REPORT - 2012
FET is an abbreviation for Further Education and Training. Further
Education and Training courses are vocational or occupational by
nature meaning that the student receives education and training with
a view to a specific range of jobs or employment possibilities. The
ASF does not support students at tertiary level. We are committed
to offering support at the level least supported by the majority of
NGOs. This year 223 students were awarded bursaries costing
R530 589 – this does not include the cost of presenting
student support workshops. The pass rate achieved was 81%.

FET Pass rate 2012
14 %

5%

81 %
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Student Support Workshops
We continue to offer workshops in February and October each year.
First National Bank (FNB) continues to be a loyal supporter and
currently offers support to a number of organisations working at (a)
early learning and development, (b) primary school, (c) FET College
and (d) University levels. Their commitment to funding education, at
all levels, is highly commended and we are proud to be associated
with them. Thank you FNB. This is what students have to say about
the workshops (unedited).

“The workshop to me was so helpful and also teach me how to
overcome social problems. To me was so good”.
“There’s not much they can improve because I got all the
information I needed, and I am sure all of us did. Thank you”.
“Student workshop is good and also teaches us different things in
life that we think we know but we don’t know. So to me student
workshop should be continued”.
“They were very useful to me because from now on I am going to
be positive in my life and be confident”.
“The workshop could be done more regularly to motivate and
give the students direction”.
“Motivation, preparation and opportunity. The motivational talks
from the representative make you feel comfortable. There are
some things I did not know, very informative. It was PERFECT”.
SUCCESS  Graduation at Buffalo City Public FET
College in East London
20 Students graduated obtaining their N6 Certificates and 10
students their National Diplomas. We wish them well and take pride
in their success.
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Students currently doing their in-service training
Rowin, comes from Port Elizabeth. His
mother is a divorcee and unemployed. He
has done N5 Electrical in 2012 and is
currently on training at Air Force Base in
Pretoria to be an Aircraft Radar Technician.
Rowin attended the workshop in Feb 2012.

Born in Port Elizabeth, Abonga grew
up in the care of his grandmother. He
has
done
Human
Resource
Management up to N6 at East Cape
Midlands FET College in Uitenhage.
He now works for ESKOM, in their HR
department
[Training
and
Development].
Abonga attended the workshop in Oct
2011.
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Also currently doing their in-service training are:
MOSS Jacqualine [Air Force]
MAKANDILE Siphokazi [Dep.of Justice]
DAMONS Mark [Sales Rep, MAKRO]
JAMES Nosiphiwe [Dept.of Justice]
LALI Ukhona [Frere Hospital]
SAKU Vuyiseka [Camdeboo Municipality]
PILISO Siphokazi [OK Furniture]
JAPTHA Leandre [Eastcape Middlands College]
MHLABENI Tandokazi [Dep of Correctional Services]

Thank you letters from our FET students (unedited):
Since ASF gave me support I am able to achieve what seemed to be
impossible on my own. My parents are surviving on pension money; they
cannot afford to pay my College fees. ASF really help me a lot. The
workshops that are organised by ASF helped me gain self confidence and
knowledge. During these workshops, I also learnt how to write an
application letter for employment, curriculum vitae and how to prepare for
an interview. Thank you very much ASF. Tulisa SIBOYANA
The dream of being a graduate was in-effective to me due to the financial
constraints I suffered as I am from a poor family. But that dream has
become a reality now because of your assistance. I so wish the sponsors
as well as government may provide this programme with more resources in
order to assist more needy students. Special thanks: Fundisile MPANGEVA
I've been a student to Eastcape Midland College due to African Scholars
Fund. I never thought it could happen to me to have my Diploma and be
independent. Even though I don’t have diploma certificate yet. But I would
like to thank you African Scholars Fund for making my dream possible coz
now I got the Job @ OK furniture working as a Higher purchase clerk and I
get to apply all that I learned from school to what I do now. I must say the
journey wasn't easy but from the all effort I put in it was worth it and I did all
because of you. Am so grateful for trusting me to put your money on my
studies. I always wanted to be a graduate its a pity my parents wont be
there to see it coz I lost them both last year but through the Education you
gave me am able to put food on the table. Thank you, Siphokazi Piliso
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AFRICAN SCHOLARS FUND (UK)
UK Address:
10 Lurkins Rise, Goudhurst, Cranbrook, Kent, TN17 1ED
SA Address:
P O Box 294, Rondebosch, Cape Town, 7701, South Africa
Tel: 01580 211550
email: sandyelsworth@yahoo.com
Charity Number 1070406

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT FOR 2012
It gives me great pleasure to report again on the activity of the UK branch
of the ASF. Contributions during the year totalled £16,016.92 with all the
monies directed to the office in Cape Town for disbursement. And, once
again, it is a distinct pleasure to report our costs for the current year were
much the same as the previous years, at zero.
I would like to express our thanks to the Ladies Fellowship at St Michael’s
Church, Sunninghill, who have supported us over a number of years, and
to particularly to Mrs Gwen Schofield who has been our link with them but
has now decided to hang up the “oven gloves”. Thanks to Mrs Jennifer Pike
for taking over this role, and we wish her well in continuing to encourage
and cajole the community over coffee and cakes and other events to
support the work of the Fund.
A mention of thanks and best wishes too for Bronwen Hughes in Windsor
who has been a long-standing “mover” for the Fund’s work, but who is
having to take a back-seat – unusually for her – due to illness. She has
been instrumental in widening out the knowledge of the work of the Fund
over the years, and remains a very special personality within the Fund
“family”. Many thanks to all those who have given both financial and verbal
encouragement to the work of the Fund. We look forward to your
continued support.
Sandy Elsworth
Chairman, Board of Trustees
African Scholars Fund (UK)
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS TO 31 DECEMBER 2012
INCOME:
Donations Received
£10,361.43
Interest
£10.85
Gift Aid Reclaimed
£5,644.64
Sub total Income
£16,016.92
EXPENSES: Bank charges
£0
Administration
£0

Sub total Expenses £0
AVAILABLE FOR DISBURSEMENT:
The Charity has no assets or liabilities.
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£16,016.92

Comment on the ASF (UK) Donation profile
The plot below shows total donations, excluding Gift Aid
repayments, annually since 1997 when the UK branch commenced.
In 2002 and 2011 we had two exceptionally large contributions from
two individuals which stand out clearly on the plot. However,
excluding these exceptional contributions, donations peaked in 2008
and have since been significantly reduced. The low was reached in
2010 but is now showing a steady recovery, although they remain
well below the 2006 to 2008 levels.

In terms of the individual donor, this rose to a maximum of 47 in
2004 (see plot below) but was reasonably stable at between 35 and
45 to 2008, but as observed in the plot below, this dropped off in
2009 to 30. This has since increased and remains at 37 for the past
two years.
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Comment on the ASF (SA) Donation profile
This is our 42nd year – to date we’ve assisted over 42 000 learners
at high schools and over 2000 students at Further Education and
Training Colleges. We could not possibly have done this without our
donors, and they have indeed been loyal, as can be clearly seen
from the graph below. We are ever grateful for their continued
commitment to this work.

The graph below (left) reflects donations received these past 10
years. In 2008/2009 the organisation was blessed with a very
handsome bequest that significantly boosted the investment
portfolio. In 2010 we received the final cash portion of the 2008/9
bequest and in 2011 the organisation received an anonymous
donation of R1m. 2012 was a difficult year, with the global economic
slump clearly having an effect on our donor pool. It is also clear,
however, that the need is great and that the number of learners we
support grows annually.
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The Trustees wish to thank all our regular sponsors and donors for
their continued support for the period 1.1.2012 to 31.12.2012.
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PROBYN, Mrs M J
PROTEA HOSPITALITY
Group
QUAKER SERVICE CAPE
RAATH TRUST, The Suzy
RABINOWITZ, Mr & Mrs B P
REED, Mrs M E
REED, Mr R J R
REES, Mr J H
REITZ, Mrs E
REYNOLDS, Petrina
ROBERTS, Mr S S
ROBERTSON, Ms Sue
ROBINSON, Mr & Mrs A M L
ROLLO, Mr M
ROSEBANK SPIRITUAL
Development Group
ROSSINGTON, Mrs S
ROTARY CLUB OF
Kirstenbosch
ROUX FAMILY
ROUX FAMILY TRUST,
The D J
ROWE, Mrs Judith
RUSTENBURG HIGH SCHOOL
for Girls
SANDERS, Dr Hannah-Reeve
SA POWER EASTERN CAPE
(Pty) Ltd
S A POWER GAUTENG
Pty Ltd
SA POWER SERVICES KZN

SA POWER SERVICES
Pty Ltd
SA POWER WESTERN CAPE
(Pty) Ltd
SAUNDERS, Dr & Mrs S J
SCHAUERTE, Dr A
SHACKLETON, Prof & Mrs
SHAPIRO-LIU, Mrs R
SINCLAIR, Mrs N
SKINNER, Dr R M
SMITH, Mrs A
SMITH, Prof A B
SMITH, MRS G
SMUTS, Mrs J E
SOAN, Mrs K and family
SOLOMBELA, Mr L
SPARK, Ms M
STANFLIET, Mrs Z
STARKE, Mrs L
STEPHEN, Prof & Mrs A M
STEYN, Ms J E
ST GEORGES GRAMMAR
School
ST MICHAEL’S CHURCH
Ascot, Ladies Fellowship
ST OLA’S TRUST
ST PETER’S ANGLICAN
Church
ST STEPHEN’S CHURCH,
Pinelands
ST THOMAS’S CHURCH,
Rondebosch
SWINNY, Mr R
TALIWE, Mr L
TARGETT, Mrs E
THATCHER, Mr & Mrs R F
TIAN, Shen
TIMKOE, Ms S
TIPPING, Ms N
TONI SAPHRA GROUP OF
The Union of Jewish Women
TRANSNET SOC LTD
TUESDAY BRIDGE FRIENDS
UNION CHURCH OF
Proctor, USA
VAN DER HORN, Mr F J
VAN DER SPUY, Prof Z
VAN DER VIJVER, Ms L
VAN DER WEIJDEN, Wouter

VAN IERLANT, Peer & Mirella
VAN RYNEVELD, Mr & Mrs T
VAN ZON, Henk
VIRTUOSO SA
VLASWINKEL, Diane & Peter
WALLACE, G
WATSON, Prof R M
WEBB, Prof J H & Mrs A
WEBB, Mr T V
WEDEPOHL, Dr & Mrs P T
WESTMINSTER ABBEY
WHEELER, Mr & Mrs E R
WILKINS, Ms J A
WILKINSON, Mrs C
WILLIAMS, Ms N M
WILSON, Mrs E
WINEARLS, Dr C & Mrs B
WINTER, Mrs P
WIXTED, Bo & Mimi
WOLPE, Ms C
WOLPE, Ms L
WOULIDGE, Mr R
WYNBERG, Mrs R
YALEZO, Miss G J

In Memoriam
Mr K Bean, Mrs B J Baguley,
Ms C Errington, Dr D M G Lloyd,
Mrs E M Saunder
These were supporters of our work, faithful in
the giving of money and encouragement.
Nearly all were with us at our beginnings in the
early 1970s. Our sympathies go to their
families and friends.

Heritage Corner
Your generosity enables us to do this work.
Please consider continuing with your Gift by
leaving a bequest to the ASF when you draw
up your Will. Thank you.
The year 2000 and beyond list appears on
our website at: www.asf.org.za
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Very special thanks go to volunteers who continue to give
invaluable service: Ruth Allsopp, Adja Holleman, Wendy Kerby, Erika
Targett and especially Sandy Elsworth in the U.K.

STAFF MEMBERS:
Eliza James: Director.
Lyn Daniel: Sponsor Secretary - manages sponsor database and looks
after our generous donors.
Zena Stanfliet: Accounts Manager - manages accounts and bursar
payments.
Nobathembu Rululu: FET Manager - manages FET work in the Eastern,
Northern Cape and southern parts of North West Province.
Mpumi Williams: Student Advisory Officer – manages the schools’
portfolios and assists the FET Manager
Nontuthuzelo Mnyaluza: School Secretary - manages learner database
and looks after school awards.

Staff news:
 We bid a sad, but fond farewell to Nobathembu Rululu, who took
on a new challenge at NSFAS. We wish her every success in her
new position.  Nobbi had the habit of loudly talking to herself –
the office has since gone rather quiet.
 In March 2013 Mpumi Williams took over the position as FET
Manager from Nobathembu. Congratulations Mpumi, we know
you will enjoy and meet the new challenge head on.
 Nontuthuzelo Mnyaluza has since taken
over management of the Schools
portfolio. Congratulations also go to
Nontuthuzelo on the birth of her baby
daughter in October 2012. We warmly
welcome Agcobile into the ASF family.
As her name says: “We are happy”.
Agcobile on her first
visit to the ASF office
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African Scholars' Fund Team

Desmond Tutu's book entitled God is not a Christian.: On page 180 he says:
'We cannot, dare not, wait on government to do everything for us. It is possible for
us to be generous and compassionate. We can share, caring for and sharing with
others … Many of us can adopt at least one poor family. We can commit R100 or
R200 to one family per month. We can, some of us, adopt a child from a poor
family to pay their school fees. Let us do it while we can.'

